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aamir khan is one of the big three who have dominated with his acting on the hindi screen. he is a brilliant actor who, most of the time, comes up with brilliant performances in many memorable character roles. he is loved for the magical element he adds to his characters. his performance as a gangster
in biwi no 1 is considered one of the best performances of aamir. he made a name for himself with gabru even though the film was a flop. he plays a con-artist in ddlj, the original bad boy in karan arjun and the one who becomes a good man for his daughter in tamasha. he has become a big screen hero
as a result. nayantara is an established actress who has been around for almost three decades now. she has done every type of role possible except the love interest in her own films. even though she has been mostly typecast as the innocent (she has been a victim of many songs), she delivers in her

role as ddlj. she is even able to bring out a performance of a mother who struggles between love and feelings for her daughter. she has handled the role with ease while doing justice to her character. directed by anil kapoor & rajkumar haksar, it is an ensemble film featuring an eclectic cast. one is forced
to ask: the feature of the different movies in this set. the film is based on the famous love story from the 1980s, and the new angle on the story is that raj and simran are in their teens. ddlj takes us back to the 1980s with the influx of the generation of the internet age. everything here is the way it was

then. the film still has the charm. the movie is about the intense love and the hard choices they have to make. simran is a happily married woman who just cant help falling for a particular band student. the problem is raj is married to someone else. he loves simran but is forced to look at the prospect of
leaving his wife for her. the rest is history as seen in the famous climax. the movie still has its fair share of hype with a couple of social messages and strong performances. the romantic track is not compromised. in fact, it suits the movie. its a complete entertainer. the return of aamir khan, after a nearly

10-year hiatus after being labelled a 'bollywood masala actor', is enough to prove this one is a celebration of hindi cinema even if the film had a bland name.
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when dilwale gets a taste of life in the wild, he is at his best. he comes out of
his shell and is no longer the playboy but a true gentleman. he keeps his

promise and leaves the city to come to his village. this is the time when raj and
madhu find out their love for each other. he has no reason to lie to her; he is
just a man who is not used to lying. when she catches him in an act of being

unfaithful, she gets angry, and he shows her how important it is to trust
someone. and finally, he leaves the village to start his life with madhu and fulfil
his dreams. dilwale is bold and brave but as many of us know, people are not

born with courage. they have to learn it from experiences. in the second half of
the film, we get to see him fight for his right. he is a man of integrity and his

actions reflect that. the film ends with his marriage to madhu and the promise
to her that he will fulfil all her dreams and that he is ready to do anything for

her happiness. he has had a taste of real life and we are sure that he will never
go back to his old ways. what is the message in dilwale? not the usual "be the
best that you can be" or "never give up". the theme of the film is that being a
good person is much more important than being rich. when the film starts, raj

is a free spirit and he sees everything with a jaded eye. he is cruel to his
servants and to his fiancée. he is a spoiled brat. but he turns out to be a noble
person when he comes to terms with his past. the film is about how one learns

to be a better person from his mistakes. it is also about living for yourself.
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